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We are looking for: 

Department for University Policy 
in the AStA 2023 

Your Tasks 

The tasks of the department for university politics are the representation of the student body 
in the context of university political issues, the networking and support of all students who 
are active in university politics, the critical consideration of all university political 
developments and thematization of these, as well as the political education of students and 
the improvement of teaching. In each case at the university level and across universities. 

Each department discusses their specific tasks with the AStA chairpersons in order to have the 
possibility to implement their own ideas. 

Expectations 

· You should be interested in or passionate about this issue 
· You are motivated to research and invest your time in it 
· You want to formulate ideas and concepts and present them to make them happen 
· You want to change and improve the current situation 
· You want to take up responsibility for these matters 
· You have time for the mandatory AStA meetings Wednesday 2:00 PM and your 

consultation hours 
  

Your opportunity 

Taking action in the AStA is an honorary position, you will be able to help a lot of other 
students. Being an advisor is a self-affirmative and fulfilling position. It also generates a 
fascinating and exciting concurrent activity to day-to-day student life. 

Having tasks in the AStA team trains your personal soft skills and communication, to 
acknowledge matters of all kinds and interest levels and help others is the main function of 
this position. You will learn about consultation competence, leadership, big scale organizing, 
negotiation competence and empathy for different situations. 

You have the chance to represent the wants of the student body and your general needs and 
problems you think we face every day. You will have a chance to get to know TUHH in a 
different light and what happens below the surface student life. If you feel dedicated and want 
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to be involved the validation of making changes for the better give a nice push for your 
personal development 

As an AStA member you will receive a representation allowance for your work and time! 
 

We got your attention? Let’s go! 

Your application and persona must tick the following boxes. You need to be fully enrolled 
student at TUHH. Your application needs to contain the following information: 

1. Name of the position you are applying to 
2. Full name (First middle and last name) 
3. Address 
4. Which faculty body you belong to 
5. State ideas or first drafts about the topic or function 
6. Please disclose if you already got to know working in student committees. 
7. You need to write down a formal declaration stating to candidate for the position. 

If you have any questions send us an email to stupa-praesidium@tuhh.de. We are glad to 
answer any upcoming questions!  

Please send your application as a PDF to stupa-praesidium@tuhh.de. You should introduce 
yourself during a meeting of the student parliament. By taking part in the meeting, you can 
envision your ideas, ask and/or answer questions and show your ambitions. 

§10 and §37 of the election regulations of the TUHH student body apply. 


